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Restoring voice
Engineered vocal cords
could soon replace
damaged tissue
By Jennifer L. Long1,2 and Dinesh K. Chhetri1

I

n most mammals, a vocal sound begins
with the vibration of paired vocal cords
within the larynx. These delicate structures—more accurately called vocal folds
because they resemble folded layers of
fabric—can stiffen after traumatic injury,
cancer treatment, or unknown environmental or genetic insults. Current voice medicine
has limited options to repair or replace damaged vocal folds when the voice disturbance
is disabling (1). A recent study by Ling et al.
(2) reports a tissue engineering approach that
could lead to implants that replace the unique
vocal fold mucosa and restore vocalization.
Vocal folds are made of specialized and
complex layers of extracellular matrix constituents and cells, with a microstructure
that promotes pliability and resilience (see
the figure). Human vocal folds undulate with
wavelike regularity in response to airflow
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from the lungs and collide with each other
hundreds of times per second during speech.
Sound waves result from the rapidly repeating airflow interruptions. When stiffened,
their functional extracellular matrix and epithelium are replaced by scar tissue that does
not easily vibrate during voicing.
Ling et al. introduce an engineered tissue structure that they hope can replace
the vocal fold mucosa as treatment for scarring. Primary human vocal fold cells are not
widely available because of the irreparable
voice injury caused by their excision. The
authors isolated fibroblasts and epithelial
cells from normal human vocal folds that
were surgically removed for unrelated reasons. They expanded these cells and then
assembled them into a three-dimensional
collagen gel culture to mimic the vocal fold
mucosa, which consists of epithelium overlying a “lamina propria” layer of fibroblasts in
extracellular matrix. As the tissue-engineered
construct developed in vitro, its profile of
protein expression (proteome) took on new
features relevant to tissue assembly and was
different from either cell type cultured alone
in collagen. Notably, the proteome contained
numerous extracellular matrix proteins that
are found in the vocal fold. Thus, the coculture approach with primary human vocal
fold cells may provide a pathway to develop
the sophisticated extracellular matrix organization that underpins vocal fold vibration.
Although that degree of maturity was not yet
achieved in vitro, the material’s rheologic behavior was similar to that of excised native
vocal fold mucosa.
The key specialized function of the vocal
fold mucosa is periodic vibration powered by
the aerodynamic energy of a translaryngeal
pressure gradient. That vibration is due to

the vocal folds’ unique pliability and is not
satisfactorily achieved with other tissues
such as skin or oral mucosa. Ling et al. demonstrated this function in vitro by applying
their engineered tissue to excised canine larynges subjected to airflow (3). Quantitative
analysis of digital images showed excellent
tissue vibration similar to that of native vocal
folds, at least for a short duration. Vibration
occurred even though the immature extracellular matrix in the engineered tissue differed
greatly from vocal folds. This supports the
notion that the epithelium itself is critical
for phonation, in addition to the underlying
microstructure (4). The promising results
should prompt longer-term vibration studies
that better simulate actual voice use patterns.
A major issue that will face any nonautologous cell-based vocal fold implant is
rejection by the immune system. Most solid
organ transplants are performed for lifethreatening diseases, for which the risk-benefit ratio of immunosuppressive medication
is acceptable. Vocal fold mucosal disorders
instead affect quality, not quantity, of life.
Partly for that reason, only two whole-larynx
transplants have been performed, and one of
the patients was already immunosuppressed
(5, 6). For widespread clinical application, a
vocal fold graft cannot require host immune
modulation. To assess immunogenicity, Ling
et al. implanted their tissue grafts under the
kidney capsules of mutant mice that were
genetically engineered to replicate the human immune system. The grafts were not
rejected, even when the immune cells and
vocal fold cells came from different donors.
This fortunate result may be attributed to
the purity of the implanted cell populations,
which are free of the antigen-presenting leukocytes present in whole-organ transplants.
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PERSPECTIVES

The voice. The microstructure of vocal folds (vocal cords), which includes complex layers of extracellular matrix
constituents and cells, promotes the pliability needed to undulate in response to airflow. Damage and scarring
stiffens this structure. Vocal fold replacement through a tissue engineering scheme would dramatically change the
approach to voice rehabilitation.
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Ling et al.’s work lends hope that vocal fold
cell transplants might be feasible without
immunosuppression.
A hurdle yet to be addressed is the healing after implantation. Ling et al. placed their
construct in the mouse kidney solely to assess
immune response, not function after healing.
The vocal folds are subject to unique stresses
that may affect wound healing, including
drying from constant airflow, exposure to
bacterial flora and pathogens, and phonatory
trauma. Scar formation within the construct
would again impair the voice, and the implant would be futile. In that light, precisely
replicating the vocal fold microstructure in
vitro may be less important than controlling
the environment for in vivo wound healing.
Previous studies of vocal fold mucosa implantation in rabbits revealed some extracellular matrix alteration, although vibration
was preserved (7). Identifying those features
of an implant that minimize scarring during
wound healing is critical for clinical application of this emerging technology.
The complete vocal fold mucosa replacement as proposed by Ling et al. is a radical approach for severe vocal fold scarring (see the
figure). A failed implant could worsen a person’s voice, so it would initially be limited to
the most refractory cases. For less severe scarring, a less risky approach such as cell injections is appropriate and is further along the
clinical pipeline. Autologous fibroblasts and
mesenchymal stem cells both have shown
promise for improving function after injection into scarred vocal fold lamina propria (8,
9). But even if cell injections prove successful
in clinical trials, there will undoubtedly still
be patients whose extensive scarring cannot
be reversed and who would benefit from complete mucosal replacement. Furthermore, if
function and nontumorigenicity are demonstrated, a mucosal replacement such as that
of Ling et al. could be considered at the time
of laryngeal cancer resection. This single-surgery scheme would dramatically change the
approach to vocal fold cancer treatment and
voice rehabilitation. ■
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NEUROSCIENCE

Mapping the birth of the
sleep connectome
Hindbrain neurons ﬂip the switch between REM sleep,
non-REM sleep, and wakefulness
By Vladyslav V. Vyazovskiy

W

e generally fall asleep and then
wake up at least 25,000 to 30,000
times throughout our lifetime.
Transitions between sleep and
waking appear to occur seamlessly,
but the underlying mechanisms
are extraordinarily complex. There is much
interest in characterizing the brain’s neuronal circuitry that control these shifts in state,
and recent research has pointed to specific
populations of neurons in the brainstem, hypothalamus, basal forebrain, and thalamus.
On page 957 of this issue, Hayashi et al. (1)
report that a specific population of neurons
in the early developing hindbrain gives rise
to subpopulations that contribute to the
sleep-wake circuitry.
As the body transitions from wakefulness
to sleep, the brain state descends into nonrapid eye movement (non-REM) sleep. Heart
rate and body temperature steadily decrease
until “deep sleep” is achieved. Electroencephalogram (EEG) is dominated by slow waves
of electrical activity (frequencies of 1 to 4 Hz).
At regular intervals, while remaining asleep,
we make spontaneous excursions into a distinctly different state called rapid eye movement (REM) sleep. Heart rate and breathing
increase, EEG slow waves disappear, and the
brain becomes more active—hence the name
“paradoxical sleep.” How and why we transition between these three states of vigilance—
wakefulness, non-REM sleep, and REM
sleep—is unclear (see the figure).
Although studies of the neuronal systems
regulating sleep usually target adult animals,
Hayashi et al. examined the very moment
when some essential elements of sleep circuitry are just starting to unfold. This occurs
during the early embryonic stage when sleep
and wakefulness, as they are traditionally
viewed, are not yet manifested. The authors
identified a population of neurons in the
mouse embryonic brain that originates from
the cerebellar rhombic lip, part of the developing hindbrain. These neurons transiently
express the transcription factor Atoh1, and
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the authors used this property to genetically
label this cell population at a specific stage of
development for subsequent targeting. These
neurons migrate to the pontine tegmentum—
one of the key areas in sleep circuitry—and
then divide into two subpopulations, defined on the basis of their distribution relative to the superior cerebellar peduncle. To
selectively stimulate these neurons selectively, a chemogenetic approach was used.
In this case, the technique—designer receptors exclusively activated by designer drugs
(DREADD)—involved expressing a gene
encoding a mutated M3 muscarinic receptor (hM3Dq) in the neurons of interest. The
receptor does not have an endogenous ligand
but binds to an externally administered drug
(clozapine-N-oxide). The drug triggers receptor signaling and activation of the neuron.

“A key question…is whether
artificially induced vigilance
states…make a difference
with respect to ongoing
and future states.”
Thus, only those neurons expressing hM3Dq
can be activated by the drug. Hayashi et al.
found that the selective activation in adult
animals of those medial cells that expressed
Atoh1 at embryonic day 10.5 (Atoh1-E10.5medial cells) led to a pronounced suppression of EEG–defined REM sleep. The authors
propose that this population of neurons is essential for switching between non-REM and
REM sleep.
Interestingly, qualitatively similar effects,
both during the light and dark phases of the
day, also have been observed after activation
of deep mesencephalic nucleus (dDpMe)
inhibitory neurons, which represent one of
the targets of Atoh1-E10.5-medial cells. At
the same time, stimulating the other subpopulation of Atoh1-expressing neurons
(Atoh1-E10.5-lateral cells) produced wakefulness, whereas sleep was largely suppressed.
It is still unknown whether the role of Atoh1E10.5–expressing cells in the regulation of
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